
Luminous patterns

‘our selection’
inspire yourself



Choose from

‘our selection’
Choice can be inspiring, but it can also be 
overwhelming. To make your life easier, our designers 
have created a selection of beautiful walls that you 
can use as is or as a starting point for designing your 
own walls. We’ve selected all the details—including 
sizes, colors, and light effects—and designed each wall 
neutrally to work well in a variety of interiors. If you 
like a selection but want to make some alterations, no 
problem—our designers can can do that for you, too.From a few statement panels to complete surface solutions, Luminous patterns 

offers you the design freedom to create the right signature configuration for any 
interior.

Make a statement
with patterns of light

Luminous patterns puts a world design possibilities in 
your hands through the integration of color, texture, 
light, pattern, and movement. We take versatile LEDs 
and house them in beautiful bespoke panels ideal for 
creating a signature ambience in hospitality and retail 
spaces. Luminous patterns brings spaces to life, giving 
you the freedom to express emotions and to create 
unforgettable accents and experiences.



Luminous patterns
...................................

Our collection

‘our selection’

branches
‘our selection’

sparkling horizon

4 panels 
Lacquer: YW201E Anodic Ice
Print: PANTONE Cool Gray 2C 

10 panels 
Lacquer:YW370F Yazd 2525 Sablé 



‘our selection’

diamonds
‘our selection’

streets of

6 panels 
Lacquer: YL258E Driftwood
Print: Pantone 7531 C + Pantone Opaque White

10 panels 
Lacquer: Y2214F Anodic Bronze
Print: PANTONE 4525C



‘our selection’

brilliant wave
‘our selection’

moroccan flowers

6 panels 
Lacquer: YW263I Otago 2525

5 panels
Lacquer: YW213G Shilin 2525



‘our selection’

houses
‘our selection’

magnolias

10 panels (RGB light)
Lacquer: YW266F Grazalema 2525
Print: PANTONE Steel Blue Gray 6 C

6 panels
Lacquer: YW255F Golden Beach
Print: PANTONE 411C



Find out more? Visit our showrooms in 
Europe, North America and Asia or check 
our websites. 

www.luminouspatterns.com
www.luminouspatternsdesign.com (beta)

Contact us

For questions, contact our team at luminouspatterns@philips.com

Luminous patterns showroom 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

‘our selection’

parametric flowers

14 panels
Lacquer: YW268F Faro 2525
Print: PANTONE 444C

http://www.luminouspatterns.com
http://www.luminouspatternsdesign.com
mailto:luminouspatterns%40philips.com?subject=Info%20Luminous%20Patterns%20%28Our%20Selection%29
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